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ABSTRACT: Ultrathin films of TiO2, ZrO2, and Al2O3
were conformally created on SnO2 and TiO2 photo-
electrodes via atomic layer deposition (ALD) to examine
their influence upon electron transfer (ET) from the
electrodes to a representative molecular receptor, I3

−.
Films thicker than 2 Å engender an exponential decrease
in ET time with increasing film thickness, consistent with
tunneling theory. Increasing the height of the barrier, as
measured by the energy difference between the trans-
ferring electron and the bottom of the conduction band of
the barrier material, results in steeper exponential drops in
tunneling rate or probability. The variations are
quantitatively consistent with a simple model of quantum
tunneling of electrons through square barriers (i.e., barriers
of individually uniform energy height) that are charac-
terized by individually uniform physical thickness. The
findings demonstrate that ALD is a remarkably uniform
and precise method for modifying electrode surfaces and
imply that standard tunneling theory can be used as a
quantitative guide to intentionally and predictively
modulating rates of ET between molecules and electrodes.

Electron transfer (ET) via quantum tunneling has been
extensively studied for a variety of organic, biological, and

metal-ion-containing chemical systems.1−5 Often these studies
focus on the separation of a photoexcited donor species from
an electron acceptor (or vice versa) by a well-defined matrix,
e.g., frozen solvent, rigid organic linker, or spatially fixed
biological medium.6−8 In other studies, electrons are trans-
ferred from an electrode, through a predefined organic tether,
to a pendant molecule (or vice versa). As Gray et al. have
noted, systematic control over electron tunneling has enabled
molecular reactivity (mainly in biological and organic environ-
ments) to be tuned over a dynamic range of 11 orders of
magnitude or more.2,9 Thus, electron tunneling is among the
kinetically most versatile tools available to scientists or nature
herself for modulating chemical reactivity.
Despite broad investigation with carbon-based media,

electron tunneling through strictly inorganic media to solvated,
redox-active, molecular species, has been comparatively ill
exploredat least in well-defined and quantitative fashion. In
principle, coating an electrode, such as the nanoparticulate and

semiconducting photoanode of a dye-sensitized solar cell
(DSC), with a layer of a second metal-oxide, such as ZrO2 or
Al2O3, would be an attractive approach to remedying this
deficiency. Thus, one could systematically modulate ET to
molecular species by creating tunneling barriers of well-defined
thickness and composition. While a variety of coating methods
have been considered, the technique referred to as “dip-
coating” has been commonly utilized to apply barrier layers on
electrodes.10−12 However, this method typically creates layers
with irregular, unpredictable thicknesses, as well as pinholes
that can provide undesired, additional conduits for ET.13

In contrast, atomic layer deposition (ALD),14−19 which
typically entails the exposure of a surface alternately to a vapor-
phase metal precursor and an oxygen source, is able to generate
pinhole-free metal-oxide films with angstrom-scale thickness
control due to its self-terminating growth mechanism. In
addition, the gas-phase nature of the delivery of film building
blocks enables conformal coating of even high-surface area
materials. These features make ALD an ideal method for
applying ultrathin barrier layers to high surface area plat-
forms.20−22 This method has been utilized by our lab (and
others22−24) with DSCs to retard deleterious interception of
photoinjected electrons within sensitized semiconductor
electrodes by molecular redox shuttles.25−29 Interestingly, for
the case of ALD-grown Al2O3 on SnO2 photoelectrodes, a
single cycle (∼30−40% of a monolayer, fixed by the footprint
of the ALD precursor (CH3)3Al)

14,15 decreases the rate of
back-ET from the electrode to a molecular acceptor by ∼100
fold;26 thicker ALD-applied films further decrease the rate, but
in a less spectacular fashion that appears consistent with
distance-modulated electron tunneling.
As suggested by Figure 1, the rate or probability of electron

tunneling from an electrode, through a barrier, and into a
molecular acceptor is anticipated to depend on both the barrier
thickness (tunneling distance, d) and the barrier height, ΔE,
relative to the energy of the tunneling electron. For a simple
square barrier, the ET rate (or rate constant, kET) will decrease
exponentially with increasing tunneling distance/layer thick-
ness:

= β−k k e d
ET ET

0
(1)
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The tunneling parameter, β, describes the steepness of the
exponential decrease; large β values are characteristic of strong
distance dependence, while small values indicate weak depend-
ence. In the case of a square barrier, the magnitude of β is
anticipated to scale as (ΔE)1/2.2 Thus, barrier layers that feature
high conduction-band-edge energies (Ecb) should yield large β
values, while those with lower band-edge energies should yield
smaller β values, i.e., shallower fall-offs in tunneling rate with
barrier-defined electrode/molecule separation distance.
The broad chemical compositional viability of ALD suggests

that its application to conformal growth of barrier layers on
photoelectrodes could enable tunneling to molecular acceptors,
through purely inorganic media, to be systematically explored.
Herein we describe such studies. Specifically, we examine
tunneling in the context of DSCs that feature high-area SnO2
electrodes. Semiconducting tin-oxide is an ideal source for
tunneling electrons because its conduction-band-edge energy
lies significantly below those of most other ALD accessible,
wide-bandgap metal-oxides; thus, tunable barriers can be readily
introduced. For the materials examined here the ordering of
band-edge energies is: SnO2 < TiO2 < ZrO2 ≪ Al2O3. For
similar reasons, we also examined TiO2-based photoelectrodes
featuring ultrathin conformal coatings of either ZrO2 or Al2O3
as tunneling barriers.
Rates of ET from photoelectrodes, through metal-oxide

barrier layers, to a representative solution-phase molecular
acceptor, triiodide, were determined by measuring survival
times, τn, of photoinjected electrons within electrodes. These
times are readily obtained by tracking decays in DSC open-
circuit voltage (VOC) after interrupting illumination. The
survival time (decay time) is inversely related to the ET rate
and, therefore, kET. The open-circuit voltage, at any specified
instant, defines the energy of the transferring electron relative
to the potential of the DSC counter-electrode (i.e., the Nernst
potential of the molecular acceptor and its reduced counterpart,
in this case iodide).30,31 The time-evolving value of ΔE (Figure
1) is simply the difference between the known value of Ecb for
the barrier-layer material of interest and the measured value
(also time-evolving) of VOC.

32

Figure 2 shows survival times as a function of VOC for dye-
injected electrons within a naked SnO2 electrode and within
analogous photoelectrodes coated with a single cycle (a fraction
of a monolayer) of TiO2, ZrO2, or Al2O3. These modest
modifications engender substantial changes in survival times (τn
values) for injected electrons. The relative magnitudes of the

changes are somewhat dependent on the VOC value at which
systems are compared. Clearly, however, survival times increase
(and kET values decrease) in the order: no ALD → TiO2 ALD
→ ZrO2 ALD →Al2O3 ALD. It has been suggested that metal-
oxide coating induced increases in electron survival times are
due to shifts of the conduction-band-edge energy of the
underlying electrode material to higher absolute energy (more
negative electrochemical potential).33,34 We have shown
elsewhere, however, that for tunneling purposes these shifts
are negligible (i.e., a few tens of mV or less for alumina on
SnO2 and alumina on TiO2).

26,35

Figure 3 illustrates how the rate of ET (α 1/τn) from tin-
oxide to solution-phase triiodide varies with the average

thickness of a TiO2 coating. As previously found for Al2O3
functionalization of SnO2, the first ALD cycle of TiO2 exerts a
greater effect upon ln(1/τn) than do subsequent cycles.26 One
interpretation is that TiO2 installed in the first cycle serves to
passivate sub-band-edge surface states that otherwise facilitate

Figure 1. Proposed schematic of electron tunneling through an
insulating barrier layer on a nanoparticulate tin-oxide photoelectrode
in contact with a solution containing triiodide as an electron acceptor. Figure 2. Photovoltage decays for cells containing naked SnO2 (dotted

red line), SnO2 coated with 1 cycle of TiO2 (dashed blue line), 1 cycle
of ZrO2 (solid gray line), or 1 cycle of Al2O3 (dot-dash-dot green line).
Initial light intensity =1 sun.

Figure 3. Plot of the natural log of the inverse of the electron
interception time (1/τn) for injected electrons in SnO2 electrodes
coated with TiO2 blocking layer. The slope of the line (excluding zero
thickness; see text) indicates the β value. To minimize data
extrapolation, interception times (survival times) at VOC = 300 mV
were chosen for SnO2 base electrodes. For TiO2 electrodes (zirconia
or alumina coatings; see SI) measured or extrapolated times at VOC =
600 mV were used.
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(catalyze) electron interception. The nature of these states is
still uncertain, but we speculate that they arise from “incorrect”
coordination of Sn(IV) on the surface of the electrode.25,26,35

(For example, one or more aquo or hydroxo ligands could
supplant oxo ions in the tin coordination sphere.36)
Regardless of the explanation for the effects of the first ALD

cycle, the log-normal data presentation in Figure 3 illustrates
that subsequent cycles engender an exponential falloff in ET
rate with increasing barrier-layer thickness. This behavior is
consistent with control of ET kinetics by electron tunneling.
Recalling that kET and τn are inversely related, a fit of the data to
eq 1 yields a tunneling parameter, β, of 0.5. Plots of ln(1/τn) vs
barrier thickness, and resulting values of β, for other
photoelectrode/ALD-coating combinations can be found in
the Supporting Information (SI; Figure S2).
With these results in hand, the dependence of β on the

height of the putative tunneling barrier can be determined.
Figure 4 shows that β correlates reasonably well with (ΔE)1/2,
as expected if tunneling controls ET in these systems.37 The
observed slope of 65 ± 9 (meV)1/2 Å is in excellent agreement
with slope expected from standard tunneling theory, i.e. 62
(meV)1/2 Å. Similarly, the observed small intercept is in good
agreement with the intercept of zero expected from tunneling
theory. Taken together, these results clearly establish that ET
from photoelectrodes and through inorganic barrier layers to
molecular acceptors is governed by electron tunneling.
To ascertain whether ALD layers function as blocking layers

even under dark conditions, we additionally examined a
representative series of ALD-coated tin-oxide electrodes
(specifically, alumina coated) by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS).38,39 As used here, EIS is a dark
measurement, with electrons injected by a potentiostat rather
than by photoexcited dye molecules. As shown in Figure 5,
each of four cells yields a large arc at low frequencies (10−2−103
Hz). The arc is attributable to charge transfer to triiodide. As
each cycle of Al2O3 is added, the charge-transfer resistance,
which scales roughly as the diameter of the large semicircle and
which is inversely proportional to the ET rate, increases
significantly. The observed behavior corroborates the photocell
derived picture of ALD ad-layers as electron-tunneling
barriers.14

In conclusion, we demonstrate that tunneling controlled ET
through strictly inorganic media to solution-phase molecular
acceptors can be quantitatively examined by enlisting DSC
photoelectrodes as electron sources and conformally coating
them with candidate barrier layers via ALD. The candidate
materials examinedvarious wide-bandgap metal-oxides
behave in near textbook fashion as media for electron
tunneling. ET rates proved to be broadly tunable based on
both modulation of tunneling distance (barrier layer thickness)
and on manipulation of barrier energy height. Since tunneling
probabilities change sharply with tunneling distance, the
observed quantitative agreement with theory implies that
ALD is delivering exceptionally uniform and pinhole-free
coatings, despite the fact that the underlying electrodes are
porous, nanoparticulate, and comparatively thick overall
(∼4000 nm). The findings additionally imply that standard
tunneling theory can be used as a quantitative guide to
intentionally and predictively modulating rates of ET between
molecules and electrodes. This capability could be of substantial
value in optimizing the efficiencies of DSCs,22−29 hybrid dye
cells,27 heterogeneous redox and photoredox catalysts,40−42 and
related systems. Our own ongoing studies are focused on
gaining a similarly detailed understanding of electron tunneling
through hybrid organic/inorganic barrier layers.43

Figure 4. (Left) Energy diagram of metal-oxide conduction-band-edge positions. The dashed line represents the potential of the transferring
electron. (Right) Plot of the square root of the tunneling barrier height vs the experimentally determined value of the tunneling attenuation
parameter β for various source-electrode/barrier-layer combinations. The slope of the plot is 65 ± 9 (meV)1/2 Å.

Figure 5. Nyquist plots for dark cells containing naked SnO2 (red
circles) and SnO2 coated with 1 (blue squares), 2 (gray triangles), and
3 (green diamonds) cycles of Al2O3; dc potential = 300 mV.
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